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Abstract Social media influence analysis, sometimes also called authority detec-
tion, aims to rank users based on their influence scores in social media. Existing
approaches of social influence analysis usually focus on how to develop effective al-
gorithms to quantize users’ influence scores. They rarely consider a person’s expertise
levels which are arguably important to influence measures.
In this paper, we propose a computational approach to measuring the correla-
tion between expertise and social media influence, and we take a new perspective
to understand social media influence by incorporating expertise into influence analy-
sis. We carefully constructed a large dataset of 13,684 Chinese celebrities from Sina
Weibo (literally ”Sina microblogging”). We found that there is a strong correlation
between expertise levels and social media influence scores. Our analysis gave a good
explanation of the phenomenon of “top across-domain influencers”. In addition, dif-
ferent expertise levels showed influence variation patterns: e.g., (1) high-expertise
celebrities have stronger influence on the “audience” in their expertise domains; (2)
expertise seems to be more important than relevance and participation for social me-
dia influence; (3) the audiences of top expertise celebrities are more likely to forward
tweets on topics outside the expertise domains from high-expertise celebrities.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid growth of social media platforms such as Twitter and
Facebook, social network analysis has become a popular research topic. Specifically,
considerable research has focused on understanding and analyzing social media influ-
ence [11,25,20]. The best known of the social media influence measurement tools,
Klout1, measures one’s overall online influence by combining Twitter data such as
follower count, retweets, unique mentions, how influential the people that retweet are
etc., with Facebook data such as comments, likes, and the number of friends in one’s
network. Nevertheless, when measuring a user’s influence on social media, existing
approaches rarely take into account of her expertise area and hence make no distinc-
tion between her influence on the topics relating to her expertise area and that on
topics outside of her expertise area. Furthermore for users in the same expertise area,
no distinction was made between influence from users with different expertise levels.
Why is it important to consider expertise when performing social media influence
analysis? Social influence has already been shown to be closely related to expertise in
various application areas. In Community-based Question-Answering (CQA) portals,
askers would be more likely to adopt the answer from a user with high-expertise [38];
in scientific publications, papers from domain experts [13] are more likely to be cited
by other researchers; in online product recommendation, “human experts” are per-
ceived to be more persuasive for product adoption than other consumers [23]. These
examples suggest that expertise is an important factor in social influence analysis.
Instead of analyzing all types of users in the social web, we are particularly in-
terested in celebrities. As an attractive merit, some online social networking websites
adopt a “verified user system” to highlight the importance of opinion leaders. In-
deed, most of these verified users are celebrities from business, education, media and
entertainment industries. Celebrities can use their own reputation, by virtue of the
privileges provided by the site, quickly win a lot of attentions. As such, business or-
ganizations often use celebrity endorsements to promote their products or services.
Important factors to consider when using celebrities to endorse products are their
relevance and influence. For example, given a product, should we select a celebrity
in an irrelevant domain but with significant influence globally or the one in a rel-
evant domain but with a relatively weaker influence globally? Without considering
the expertise of celebrities in influence analysis, we cannot get a deep understanding
of how celebrities exert their influence on the public and how their influence varies
across different topics or domains.
The above suggests that considering expertise for social media analysis would
help us gain deep insights into social influence, leading to more effective findings to
recommender systems and online advertising systems. Indeed, expertise and social
media influence provide two different perspectives to view a celebrity: either by the
expertise level recognized within her expertise area or by the degree of her influence
exerted on the public (i.e. common users) in social media. Understanding the corre-
lation between two perspectives has served as a fundamental question implicitly in
sociology and social philosophy [21]. Analyzing relationship between expertise and
1 http://klout.com
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social influence could shed some light on understanding the effects of expertise on
social influence. Nevertheless, prior empirical studies on examining the relations be-
tween expertise and social influence are typically conducted on small datasets. In this
paper, we present the first study which takes into account of expertise into social in-
fluence analysis on a large dataset constructed from Sina Weibo2, which is the largest
Chinese microblog service, and we propose a computational approach to measuring
the correlation between expertise and social media influence.
To perform such an analysis, we carefully construct a dataset of 13,862 celebri-
ties on Sina Weibo from four domains. We distinguish the expertise category from
non-expertise category of celebrities, and carry out the correlation analysis within an
expertise domain and across domains. Our work provides several important findings
to understand social influence of celebrities in online social media:
– There is a strong correlation between expertise level and social media influ-
ence on both expertise categories and non-expertise categories. Although the
overall correlation patterns are similar, the correlation degrees measured in the
expertise-related categories are much more significant than those measured on
non-expertise categories. This is due to the phenomenon that users are more likely
to forward the tweets of topics relating to the celebrities’ expertise domains than
those outside their expertise domains.
– Top-expertise celebrities are likely to influence across domains and even more
influential than the in-domain celebrities. Comparing to the audiences of lower
expertise celebrities, the audiences of top expertise celebrities are more likely
to forward tweets on topics outside the expertise domains from high-expertise
celebrities.
– Our work has close connection with related studies in sociology, and further
shows important new findings: expertise seems to be more important than rel-
evance and participation for social media influence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The overview of our work is pre-
sented in Section 2, followed by our data preparation in Section 3. Section 4 studies
how to measure expertise levels and influence scores. Section 5 discusses the de-
tailed results of social influence analysis by incorporating expertise, and shows in-
sights drawn from the analysis of the data collection. Section 6 describes our findings
in connection to the Status Characteristic Theory. Section 7 presents related work.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2 Overview of the Methodology
The overview of the methodology is listed by sections as follows:
– Section 3 discussed the data preparation. We crawl the detailed information of
13,862 celebrities on Sina Weibo and obtain their domain labels from an exist-
ing influence system, Bing Influence3. Furthermore, as celebrities can publish
2 http://weibo.com/
3 http://cn.bing.com/yingxiangli/
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tweets on any topics not necessarily relating to their own domain, for example,
a movie star from the Entertainment domain can comment on a news event, we
analyze contents published by the celebrities by mapping the topics discussed
into nine content categories. As will be shown later, such content categories in-
clude additional five categories such as Education, News, Life, etc., apart from
the four pre-labelled celebrity domains mentioned above (see Table 5). Content
categorization allows us to compare a celebrity’s influence on topics relating to
her expertise domain and topics outside of her expertise domain. We classify each
tweet of celebrities into these nine categories by using topic modeling methods.
– Section 4 presented the expertise and influence measurement. By following the
previous study [9], we propose to use the number of times the tweets published
by a celebrity have been retweeted to measure her social media influence, either
by the total volume or by average. We hypothesize that the “following” links
between celebrities in the same domain is an acknowledgement of expertise, and
propose to use a domain-specific PageRank score to measure expertise levels by
leveraging the following links between celebrities. This enables us to study the
differences of influence patterns of celebrities with different expertise levels in
the same expertise domain.
– Section 5 studied the overall within-domain correlation between expertise and so-
cial media influence. With the defined expertise and influence measurement, we
can derive expertise ranking and influence ranking (either expertise based or non-
expertise based). Furthermore, we proposed to use Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient as the correlation measurement. There is a strong correlation between
expertise level and social media influence on both expertise categories and non-
expertise categories, but the correlation degrees measured in the expertise-related
categories are much more significant than those measured on non-expertise cate-
gories. We explained this finding by investigating into the forwarding behaviours
of users.
– Section 6 further analyzed the across-domain influence of top-expertise celebri-
ties, since that high-expertise celebrities are more influential in their own do-
mains. We introduced a new perspective to explain why high-expertise are more
likely to influence across domains. We try to reveal the differences between high-
expertise and low-expertise celebrities by analyzing the propagators of celebrities.
For convenience, we summarize the notations used throughout the paper in Table
1.
3 Data Preparation
In this section, we discuss how to construct the data collection for our influence anal-
ysis.
3.1 Celebrity Dataset Collection
We obtained a list of celebrities from Bing Influence. Bing Influence measures the
relative influence of Chinese celebrities in four categories or domains Entertainment,
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Table 1 Notations.
Notations Explanations
c A domain or category
w A word
d A tweet
t A topic
u, v A user
cu The domain of user u
eu The expertise level of u
ρuc The influence of u on a content category c
C The set of domains or categories
D The set of tweets
Dc The set of tweets published by the celebrities from domain c
Dc
(E)
The set of tweets on the expertise content categories, Dc
(E)
⊂ Dc
Dc
(NE)
The set of tweets on the non-expertise content categories, Dc
(NE)
⊂ Dc
T The set of topics
Tc The set of topics in category c
F The set of propagators
F≥n The set of propagators with at least n retweets
Fc
(E)
The set of propagators who have made retweets on tweets in Dc
(E)
Fc
(NE)
The set of propagators who have made retweets Dc
(NE)
R The set of retweets
Rc
(E)
The set of retweets made on expertise tweets in Dc
(E)
Rc
(NE)
The set of retweets made on non-expertise tweets in Dc
(NE)
Table 2 The total number of users per domain and average followings per user by domains.
Domains #users →Enter. →Scien. →Busi. →Sports
Entertainment 8,586 64.1 3.4 5.1 1.9
ScienTech 1,801 22.8* 52.7 26.3 1.5
Business 2,024 23.6 16.7 42.3 1.6
Sports 1,451 16.1 1.0 2.0 25.1
Explanation: This entry of “22.8” denotes that a celebrity in ScienTech
has followed 22.8 celebrities in Entertainment on average.
Table 3 Detailed statistics of #followers by domains.
Domains #users minimum maximum median average
Entertainment 8,586 10,069 45,199,689 43,760 376,692
ScienTech 1,801 10,082 38,522,520 29,125 157,185
Business 2,024 10,104 15,166,905 38,727 251,693
Sports 1,451 10,724 21,351,088 48,515 328,226
ScienTech, Business and Sports. Each celebrity is manually classified into a single do-
main according to their professions and has a global (shared across all the domains)
and comparable influence score calculated with huge amounts of data from multiple
social media signals. We only use the domain labels from Bing Influence but not the
influence scores because the scores are not domain-specific. We select Sina Weibo
as the microblog platform, which is the largest Chinese microblog service. We start
with these celebrities’ names and crawl their tweets and following/follower informa-
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Table 4 Data statistics after preprocessing.
#users #tweets #tokens #terms Starttime Endtime
13,862 26,725,958 406,128,627 80,550 April, 2011 April, 2013
tion from Sina Weibo if their account names can be found.4 For each tweet, we can
obtain the total number of being retweeted, and we use this statistics to measure so-
cial media influence as will be described later. The time span of the crawled tweets
is from April 2011 to April 2013. We have collected 13,864 celebrities with a total
of 26,725,958 tweets. We perform a few standard text preprocessing steps on Weibo
text data including segmentation, stopword removal and low-frequency (< 50) term
removal. The data statistics are summarized in Table 4.
Table 2 shows the statistics of each domain and the average followings among
celebrities. We can see that the Entertainment domain has the largest proportion of the
entire population, consisting of 61% of total celebrities. We also notice that celebrities
tend to follow other celebrities in their own domain, which shows a strong evidence
of “homophily” [15,33]. Table 3 shows the statics of celebrities by domains. We can
see celebrities in all the four domains have a similar minimum number of followers
which is over 10,000. Entertainment domain has the largest proportion of the entire
population, consisting of 61% of total celebrities, and it has the largest maximum and
average number of followers compared to the other three domains. When counting
the celebrities who have more than 1 million followers, Entertainment has the most
number of such celebrities among the four domains.
3.2 Tweet Content Categorization
Since our aim is to leverage tweet content in influence analysis, we describe how to
extract topics from tweets published by celebrities and how to group the extracted
topics into different content categories.
A topic is a subject discussed in one or more documents. Examples of topics
include news events such as “US government shutdown” and long-standing subjects
such as “music” and “movie”. Because our dataset is large, it is only feasible to use
fully unsupervised or weakly supervised methods to automatically discover topics.
Here we adopt LDA-based topic modeling to perform topic discovery. Each topic is
assumed to be represented by a multinomial distribution of words. As suggested by
a previous study [37], we aggregate all the tweets of a celebrity as a document and
run a modified LDA which incorporates background models to reduce the affect of
background words with a topic number set to 100.5
A content category groups topics belonging to a common subject area together.
From manual inspection of the top ten topic words in the list of 100 topics, we identi-
fied nine content categories where the first four categories are the same as the domains
of celebrities from Bing Influence. We manually assigned a topic to one of these nine
categories and discarded topics that lack of coherent semantics. Finally 87 topics are
4 Sina Weibo has verified most of these celebrities, thus we can simply match their actual names with account names.
5 We have tried other numbers, but found 100 was the optimal choice for our dataset in terms of topic interpretation.
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assigned to one of the nine categories. The topic categorization results were discussed
with the experts from the Bing Influence group to ensure their validity. The nine con-
tent categories together with their definitions are given in Table 5. We notice that
Entertainment is the top category with the most number of topics. It is perhaps not
surprising since the Entertainment domain consists of the largest proportion, i.e. 61%
of celebrities in our dataset.
Table 5 Definitions of content categories and the corresponding number of topics for each category. Cat-
egories correspond to celebrity domains are marked in bold.
Category #topics Definition
Entertainment 29 Television, Movies, Music, Media, Radio,
Theater, Fashion&Style
ScienTech 4 IT technology, applications, platforms
Business 6 sales, marketing, economic, shop, consulting, stock
Sports 4 athletes, sports teams, leagues, sports events, or kinds
of sports, including basketball, baseball, soccer, etc.
Education 10 books, history, lessons, universities, arts, forums
News 7 events or topics in China and in the world
Life 15 food, drink, health, fitness, medicine,travel,
airline, environment, charity, Internet games,
lifestyle, religion, pets and quotes
Chat&Status 9 chat idioms and gossip
Weibo 3 Sina Weibo related topics, e.g., functions
settings and conventions
With the assignments of topics to categories, we can automatically classify each
tweet to one of these nine categories. Formally, denoting the conditional probability
of wordw given a topic t by P (w|t), a tweet d is categorized to category cd as follows
cd = argmax
c∈C
{
argmax
t∈Tc
P (d|t)
}
, (1)
= argmax
c∈C
{
argmax
t∈Tc
∏
w∈d
P (w|t)
}
. (2)
Note that with the above definition, we have nine content categories and only
four of them correspond to celebrity domains. Given a celebrity, the content cate-
gory which is the same as her expertise domain will be referred to as her expertise
category while the other content categories will be referred to as non-expertise cat-
egories.
To help understand our work, we have implemented a demonstration system,
named as WeiboRank, which presents the built categories, the extracted topics within
each category and top-influential celebrities ranked with our social media influence
measurement (see more in Section 4) by topics6. The start page is a category index
page which group topics by categories, and we can click the category tabs on the left
to switch between categories. Category-specific topics are shown in word clouds. We
do not consider the “Weibo” category in Table 5, since it is generally related to the
6 The system link is http://playbigdata.com/batmanfly/weiborank.
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Table 6 Number of users who have re-tweeted at least 1, 10 or 100 tweets from the celebrities in our
dataset.
F≥1 F≥10 F≥100
3,477,506 131,626 5,055
Weibo service and does not contain topical semantics. We can further click on the
topical word clouds, and it will lead to the topic index page. In the topic index page,
the topical word cloud is shown on the left, and the top-influential celebrity rank-
ing is shown on the right. By clicking on a celebrity, we can get her topic-specific
keywords.
3.3 Propagator Dataset Collection
To better analyze how celebrities exert their influences on their followers, we further
crawl the data from users who have re-tweeted tweets published by celebrities. Due
to the fact that these celebrities attract hundreds of billions of retweets, it is infeasible
to crawl all the retweets within the access limit of Sina Weibo. As such, we ignore
the retweets by the users with fewer than ten friends links and ten tweets, and obtain
a total of 10,262,482 retweets from 3,477,506 unique users. We consider three types
of users based on their forwarding frequencies: users with at least one retweet, users
with at least ten retweets and users with at least a hundred retweets, denoted by F≥1,
F≥10 and F≥100 respectively. Different from previous studies, here we only consider
propagators as direct “audience” of celebrities instead of all the followers because
their re-tweeting activities explicitly show that they are somehow influenced by the
celebrities.
4 Expertise and Influence Measurement
In this section, we first describe how to measure a celebrity’s expertise level in one
particular domain. Then, we present our method on measuring social media influence
in a content category.
4.1 Measuring Individual Expertise Level
Expertise consists of those characteristics, skills and knowledge of a person (that is,
expert) or of a system, which distinguish experts from novices and less experienced
people7. Although a person can be experts in multiple domains, in this paper, we want
to identify the primary expertise of a celebrity, i.e., a single domain corresponding to
her profession or occupation.
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert
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Expertise measurement has been a very important research topic and receives
much attention from research communities. Generally speaking, on online social net-
works, there can be two ways to measure expertise of celebrities: one way is to con-
sider the acknowledgement or evaluation from domain-specific experts or members
(similar to expertise evaluation in enterprises), where expertise is likely to correspond
to the domain status [27]; while the other is to estimate expertise from the response
of common users (e.g. the number of best answers received from online answer-
questioning forums). Although the former way is more consistent with the expert
evaluation in reality, it is usually difficult to capture direct acknowledgement signals
from domain experts. Fortunately, the increasing popularity of online social network
platforms enables use of, for example, the following links between two users, as ac-
knowledgement of expertise for expertise learning [29]. However, another challenge
is how to identify the expertise domain of a user. The previous study [29] is to sim-
ply learn the acknowledgement of expertise from all users not limited to a specific
expertise-related domain. Our solution is to 1) leverage the available domain labels
of celebrities to identify their expertise areas; and 2) make use of the following link
for capturing the acknowledgement of expertise.
Formally, we assume that there is a set of domains C and a set of celebrities U
on the data collection we consider. Let u denote a celebrity user, and c denote a
domain. Each celebrity u ∈ U is an expert at only one domain cu ∈ C, and cu
is called as the expertise domain of u. We further introduce a real variable eu to
measure the expertise level of u, where 0 ≤ eu < 1. We propose to use a domain-
specific PageRank score to measure the expertise level of a celebrity. Recall that each
celebrity is labeled with one of the four domain labels from Bing Influence and we
have the “following” links between celebrities. Given two celebrities u and v in the
same domain, we consider a following link from u to v to be u’s acknowledgement
of v’s expertise. Specially, we build the following graph among celebrities in the
same domain. Since our assumption is based on the acknowledgement from within-
domain experts, for each domain, we only consider celebrities from this domain
and links between them, and run the standard PageRank algorithm to obtain the
PageRank scores as expertise level scores, i.e., given a category c, ∀u ∈ Uc, eu =
PageRankc(u). To better study the impact of expertise level in later experiments, we
sort celebrities within a domain c by their expertise levels in a descending order and
split them into ten equal bins with the same number of celebrities, denoted by Uc,i
where i = 1, ..., 10 and a smaller value of i indicates this group has a higher expertise
level. We do not split celebrities by setting PageRank score ranges, which are likely
to result in bins of varying sizes. Keeping bins with the same size would make the
analysis easier to follow and reduce the effect of sample sizes on the statistics within
each bin. Our definition of expertise level is closely related to the expert status in
domains: those team members who are identified as possessing expertise are often
afforded power and status [10].
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4.2 Measuring Social Media Influence
Our definition of social media influence aims to measure the influence that celebrities
exert on the public in a specific content category on microblogs. Note that social
media influence can be understood as the instantiation of social influence on online
social media, which is not necessarily equal to social influence in reality. We denote
the influence of u on a content category c by a real value ρuc , where ρ
u
c ≥ 0. How to
measure social media influence has been an important research issue in recent years.
Instead of adopting complex metrics, we use the retweet mechanism as the signal
to measure the influence based on the assumptions: 1) A celebrity has influenced a
common user if the user has forwarded a tweet of the celebrity; and 2) The more
tweets that common users have forwarded from a celebrity, the more influential the
celebrity is.
With the above assumptions, we propose two social media influence measures.
The first measure is the categorical total influence. The total influence of a celebrity
u on a category c is defined as the total number of times that her tweets with a content
category label c have been retweeted. Total influence measures the overall influence
degree that a celebrity has over the public on microblogs.
The second measure we introduce is the categorical average influence. The av-
erage influence of a celebrity u on a category c is defined as the average number of
times that her tweets with a content category label c have been retweeted.
Both influence measures can contain categorical influence bias, i.e. tweets in
some categories will receive more retweets than others. E.g. tweets related to “break-
ing news” tend to receive significantly more retweets than others. In order to reduce
the categorial bias, for both influence measurements, we divide the statistics of the
retweet numbers by the maximum retweets per tweet receives in a category. 8
We acknowledge that the metrics we used to quantify user influence are simple.
However, retweeting someone else’s content signals an endorsement on one’s posts
and thus the number of retweets naturally represents a measure of social success.
There might be many other factors contribute to the measurement of social influence
such as the activity level (number of tweets published), the audience size (the number
of followers), the size of the retweet cascades etc. Nevertheless, we aim to measure
influence in different content categories in order to distinguish between influence in
the expertise-related categories and that in non-expertise categories. As such, some
factors such as the audience size are not applicable here. Also, due to the access limit
imposed by Sina Weibo, it is not possible for us to trace down the complete retweet
cascades. Hence, more complicated influence measures such as those based on the
size of propagation cascades [3] cannot be easily implemented.
Summary
In this paper, a celebrity only has one associated expertise domain corresponding to
her profession and her expertise level is measured by a real value which is comparable
8 Although we cannot obtain the entire set of retweets of a tweet, Sina API provides the exact number of being
retweetd for each tweet. Thus, the statistics of retweet numbers are accurate and not based on incomplete propagator sets
in Table 6.
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among celebrities in the same domain. A celebrity can publish tweets with content
either relating to her expertise domain (i.e. expertise category) or outside her expertise
domain (i.e. non-expertise categories). Thus, a celebrity can be potentially influential
over more than one content category and social media influence is thus measured
by a vector of positive values, each of which indicates the influence strength on the
corresponding content category.
In what follows, we perform the analysis in two aspects: (1) within-domain and
(2) across-domain correlations between expertise and social media influence.
5 Measuring Within-Domain Correlations between Expertise and Social Media
Influence
In sociology, there is a common belief that expertise is related to social influence or
power [10]. But there is a lack of validation of such a correlation on large datasets [21]
and no prior studies presented a quantitative measurement of the correlation. Without
a formal conclusion on the correlation, it is difficult to explain why the involvement
of expertise works and how it affects the performance in some tasks. To address the
above problem, we first formally test the within-domain correlation between expertise
and social media influence.
5.1 Correlation significance test
We adopt the widely used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient as the measure-
ment. The Spearman correlation coefficient9 is defined as the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the ranked variables. For a sample of size n, the n raw scores
Xi, Yi are converted to ranks xi, yi, and the Spearman correlation coefficient ρ is
computed as rs = 1 − 6
∑
i d
2
i
n(n2−1) , where di = xi − yi. It can deal with duplicate val-
ues. The Spearman’s coefficient lies in the interval [−1, 1], and a value of of “+1”
or “-1” indicates that a perfect, positive or negative Spearman correlation. When n
is small, it is easy to test the correlation significance by looking up the Spearman
significance table; when n is large, rs
√
n− 1 is approximately N (0, 1), thus we can
perform single-tail significance test based on the normal distribution [36,1].
The main reason to adopt rank correlation measures is that it considers the relative
order between items instead of the absolute values attached to each item. Thus, the
effect of metrics from different rankings on the correlation values is relatively small
. The Spearman rank correlation is used instead of the Pearson correlation method
because Pearson correlation measures the strength of the linear relationship between
normally distributed data while Spearman rank correlation makes no assumptions
about the distribution of the data. It is therefore more appropriate to use Pearson
correlation for our data here which may have large outliers that hide meaningful
relationships between them.
The input rankings for correlation computation are 1) the expertise ranking and 2)
a categorial influence ranking of a content category. We have two kinds of influence
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
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measurements, namely total influence and average influence. For each influence mea-
surement, we can obtain an influence ranking on one of the nine content categories.
We refer to the influence ranking on the expertise category as expertise influence
ranking, while influence rankings on other categories as non-expertise influence rank-
ings. For each celebrity domain, we first obtain the expertise ranking of celebrities
using the domain-specific PageRank, then we can obtain the corresponding influence
rankings of these celebrities in nine content categories: one is the expertise influence
ranking and others are non-expertise influence rankings. Given an expertise ranking
and an influence ranking, we can compute their Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient. It is worth noting that celebrities from a specific domain have only one
expertise ranking, but have more than one influence ranking with one in each
content category (recall that we have a total of 9 content categories as listed in
Table 2).
5.2 The overall observations
We use the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to measure the overall correlation
degree between the expertise ranking and an influence ranking. We present the results
in Table 7. From this table, we have the following observations:
1) For both influence measures, expertise ranking is positively correlated with
influence ranking. Nearly all the entries of expertise categories have a value larger
than 0.5. Note that our correlation analysis is based on large samples, i.e. n ≥ 1000,
hence a value larger than 0.5 indicates very strong correlation between expertise and
social media influence.
2) The correlation value of expertise influence ranking is significantly and consis-
tently larger than that in non-expertise influence ranking for four domains. This can
be easily verified by using the average correlation values together with the standard
deviations provided in Table 7.
3) For total influence, the correlation values of expertise entries become more
significant but the values of non-expertise entries become less significant.
We first analyze the first observation. Given a domain, a large correlation value
between an expertise ranking and an influence ranking indicates that the influence of a
celebrity in a content category largely depends on her own domain-specific expertise
level. It is intuitive that the influence of a celebrity in the expertise content category
depends on her own expertise level. Interestingly, the evidence still holds across dif-
ferent non-expertise content categories: There are still strong correlations between
expertise and influence measured in non-expertise content categories although the
degree of correlation varies in different expertise domains. In social philosophy, it
has been widely acknowledged that status and relevance are two most important fac-
tors which determine the individual influence or power [21]. In our current study,
expertise levels can be understood as a measure of domain status, and our finding
indicates that status (expertise level) is strongly correlated with celebrities’ influence
across different content categories, even in less relevant (non-expertise) content cat-
egories, which indicates that expertise is more important than relevance for social
media influence.
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Table 7 Overall influence correlation comparison for expertise and non-expertise categories by four ex-
pertise domains. For eight non-expertise categories, we present their mean and the standard deviation. All
the correlation values are significant at the level of 0.01. The expertise entries are consistently larger than
the non-expertise entries.
Average Influence Total Influence
Domains Expertise Non-Expertise Expertise Non-Expertise
Entertainment 0.61 0.56±0.04 0.65 0.45±0.09
ScienTech 0.56 0.48±0.04 0.62 0.40±0.09
Business 0.61 0.56±0.02 0.66 0.51±0.06
Sports 0.50 0.48±0.04 0.51 0.42±0.08
The last two observations have revealed the difference between the expertise and
non-expertise categories: the expertise ranking has a stronger correlation with exper-
tise content categories than non-expertise categories. We next analyze why such a
difference exists by investigating into celebrities’ audiences.
5.3 Empirical analysis of the observations based on “audience” of celebrities
In the above, we have found that expertise level has a stronger correlation with so-
cial media influence on expertise category than non-expertise categories. It is worth
finding out what the differences in influence are between expertise category and non-
expertise categories for celebrities in the same domain. The entire analysis is con-
structed in two aspects.
First, we compute the statistics about the average number of retweets received
per tweet on four expertise domains. Table 8 shows the average number of retweets
received per tweet on four expertise domains. On average, we can see that a celebrity
receives more retweets on a tweet from her own expertise category, which indicates
that celebrities are indeed more influential on the corresponding expertise categories.
Table 8 Average number of retweets received per tweet on four expertise domains. We consider two types
of content categories: expertise categories and non-expertise categories. We mark the standard error of the
average in parentheses.
Domain Expertise Non-expertise
Expertise 380.94 (6.23) 374.44 (6.38)
Scien. 226.12 (4.70) 220.28 (3.70)
Busi. 225.00 (4.40) 224.61 (3.25)
Sports 127.53 (3.61) 120.13 (2.03)
Second, since we measure social media influence through the forwarding behav-
iors of ordinary users on microblogs, our main idea is to explain our observations by
gaining insights into the propagators of these celebrities, i.e. their “audience”. Gen-
erally speaking, a celebrity can write tweets either on her own expertise category or
non-expertise categories, and these tweets might be forwarded by her followers. Here
we want to analyze how differently these propagators behave when they retweet in
these two different types of content categories. Formally, given an expertise domain
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c, let Dc denote the set of tweets published by the celebrities from domain c. Fur-
thermore, we incorporate subscripts into Dc to distinguish two types of tweets: 1)
Dc(E) denotes the set of tweets on domain c’s corresponding expertise content cat-
egory; 2) Dc(NE) denotes the set of tweets on the non-expertise content categories.
For Dc(E), let Fc(E) denote the set of users who have forwarded at least a tweet in
Dc(E) and Rc(E) denote the set of tweets that have been retweeted in Dc(E) by these
propagators in Fc(E). Similarly, we can define Fc(NE) and Fc(NE). Then given an ex-
pertise domain c and its set of celebrities, we introduce two measures to calculate:
(1) the average number of tweets that have been retweeted by a user in the expertise
tweet set (i.e. Dc(E)); (2) the average number of tweets that have been retweeted by
a user in the non-expertise tweet set (i.e. Dc(NE)) respectively: nc(E) =
|Rc(E)|
|Fc
(E)
| and
nc(NE) =
|Rc(NE)|
|Fc
(NE)
| .
We consider three propagator sets which have different degrees of forwarding
activities as have been previously shown in Table 6. We present the results in Ta-
ble 9 and mark values in the expertise category in bold. Interestingly, we can see that
celebrities’ tweets on the expertise category receive more retweets from per propa-
gator on average. In other words, a propagator is more likely to forward tweets from
a celebrity’s expertise category than her non-expertise categories. This indicates that
celebrities are more “attractive” or “influential” in their expertise categories and thus
receive more attentions from their propagators. Interestingly, the difference between
nc(E) and n
c
(NE) enlarges when we consider more active propagators. We may con-
clude that celebrities have stronger influence in their expertise related domains.
Table 9 Average number of retweets per propagator on four expertise domains. We consider two types of
content categories: expertise categories and non-expertise categories. We mark the standard error of the
average in parentheses.
Celebrity F≥1 F≥10 F≥100
Domain nc(E) n
c
(NE) n
c
(E) n
c
(NE) n
c
(E) n
c
(NE)
Expertise 1.37 (0.001) 1.11 (0.005) 2.12 (0.013) 1.51 (0.024) 6.52 (0.587) 2.66 (0.353)
Scien. 1.47 (0.001) 1.19 (0.004) 1.88 (0.006) 1.49 (0.016) 4.90 (0.191) 3.49 (0.318)
Busi. 1.42 (0.001) 1.22 (0.005) 1.75 (0.006) 1.32 (0.014) 5.49 (0.131) 2.32 (0.241)
Sports 1.14 (0.001) 1.09 (0.005) 1.31 (0.006) 1.19 (0.017) 1.55 (0.109) 1.29 (0.161)
5.4 Correlation value comparison to other measures
Given our influence measurements, it is intuitive to consider two other potentially cor-
relating factors: 1) activity level of a celebrity; 2) audience size of a celebrity. In this
part, we would like to examine how these two factors are correlated with influence
measurements and in comparison with expertise, which one has stronger correlation
with social media influence. We measure the activity level by the number of tweets
a celebrity has published (#tweets), and measure the audience size by the number of
followers of a celebrity (#followers). Given a domain, we can generate a descend-
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ing ranking of celebrities using either #tweets or #followers, and then compute the
correlation values between the generated ranking and influence rankings.
We present the correlation values of #tweets and #followers respectively in Ta-
ble 10 and 11. Overall, we can see that 1) #tweets has a good correlation with total
influence but a very poor correlation with average influence. This is perhaps not sur-
prising since publishing more tweets are likely to have more tweets being retweeted.
2) #followers has a good correlation average influence but relatively a weak correla-
tion with total influence.
Table 10 Overall influence correlation comparison for expertise and non-expertise categories by #tweets.
Average Influence Total Influence
Domains Expertise Non-Expertise Expertise Non-Expertise
Entertainment 0.14 0.05±0.14 0.40 0.51±0.08
ScienTech 0.04 0.11±0.07 0.53 0.65±0.05
Business 0.02 0.15±0.08 0.57 0.65±0.03
Sports 0.05 0.18±0.15 0.58 0.66±0.03
Table 11 Overall influence correlation comparison for expertise and non-expertise categories by #follow-
ers.
Average Influence Total Influence
Domains Expertise Non-Expertise Expertise Non-Expertise
Entertainment 0.58 0.53±0.05 0.53 0.44±0.09
ScienTech 0.45 0.46±0.03 0.38 0.39±0.03
Business 0.51 0.49±0.04 0.42 0.38±0.05
Sports 0.48 0.44±0.06 0.37 0.34±0.06
Now we take our expertise measurement into comparison by cross comparing
Table 7, 10 and 11. We can clearly observe that expertise has stronger correlation
values in expertise-related categories with both influence measurements compared
to #tweets and #followers. Although expertise has lower correlation values in non-
expertise entries with total influence compared to #tweets, our expertise has the dis-
criminativity power between expertise and non-expertise categories. It can yield larger
correlation values in expertise categories than non-expertise categories, while both
#tweets and #followers cannot capture such patterns. Overall, our proposed expertise
measurement is better to capture the correlation with both influence measurements
and yield more consistent results with our intuition. To better understand the relation
between expertise and these two factors, we further compute the rank correlation be-
tween them shown in Table 12. We can see that #tweets has a very weak correlation
with expertise, and #followers has a moderate correlation with with expertise. The
above indicates that high-expertise celebrities do not necessarily publish more tweets
and yet they still exert stronger influence compared to low-expertise celebrities, which
indicates that expertise is more important than participation (or contribution) for so-
cial media influence.
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Table 12 Correlation analysis for #tweets v.s. expertise and #followers v.s. expertise by domains.
Measures Enter. Scien. Busi. Sports
#tweets v.s. expertise 0.11 0.17 0.26 0.22
#followers v.s. expertise 0.49 0.32 0.38 0.40
6 Analyzing Across-Domain Influence of Top-Expertise Celebrities
In the above, we have studied within-domain correlations between expertise and so-
cial media influence. In this section, we study across-domain correlation analysis.
Unlike within-domain influence, it will be meaningless to consider the entire ranking
by across-domain influence, since high-expertise celebrities are much more likely
to become influential in their non-expertise categories but low-expertise are not as
we will show later. Therefore, we focus on the across-domain influence analysis of
high-expertise celebrities.
6.1 Analysis setup
Given a content category, we rank celebrities from all the four domains by their total
influence in a descending order and keep the top 100 celebrities. Note that we only
consider those four categories which correspond to celebrities domains for across-
domain analysis. We consider a celebrity to be an across-domain influencer if she is
ranked in the top 100 most influential celebrities in one of her non-expertise content
categories.
We would like to study the overall distribution of celebrities from all the four
domains and examine the across-domain influence. Especially, we will focus on high-
expertise celebrities in across-domain influencers. Recall that we have split celebrities
into 10 bins by their expertise levels in each of four domains, and a high expertise
level is indexed by a small number as described in Section 3.1. We consider the
celebrities in the first bin of each domain to be high-expertise celebrities and refer to
them as top-10-percent celebrities for convenience.
6.2 The overall distribution
Although we have a total of nine content categories, we only present the results on
four content categories which are the same as the celebrities domain labels for easy
comparison. The results are shown in Figure 1. We have the following observations:
1) Each content category is still dominated by the celebrities from the domain with
the label same as the content category label; 2) There are a considerable number of
across-domain influential celebrities in the top 100 positions, indeed some out-of-
domain celebrities have even stronger influence than many in-domain celebrities; 3)
Celebrities in Entertainment tend to be more powerful to influence across domains;
4) Celebrities in one domain are more easily to be influential in other closely related
domains. For example, celebrities in Business seem to be influential in ScienTech
while celebrities in Entertainment are also influential in Sports.
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Fig. 1 The distribution of the top 100 most influential celebrities on four content categories. Columns
correspond to content categories while different colors denote celebrity domains.
6.3 The proportion of top-10-percent celebrities in across-domain influencers
Having observed that celebrities can have across-domain influence, we further con-
duct an analysis to find out the proportion of top-10-percent celebrities in across-
domain influencers. Intuitively, high-expertise celebrities are more likely to be able
to influence across domains than low-expertise celebrities.
For each content category of {Entertainment, ScienTech, Business, Sports}, we
first count the total number of across-domain influencers from a given celebrity do-
main, and then compute the the proportion of celebrities who are from the top-10-
percent in that domain. The results are shown in Table 13. We can see the results
conform to our intuition well: a large proportion of across-domain influencers are
from the top-10-percent celebrities in their own expertise domain, which indicates
the strong influence power of the top-10-percent celebrities. To further examine the
influence of the top-10-percent celebrities, we compute the proportion of retweet con-
tribution of the top-10-percent celebrities in their own expertise domain: the top-10-
percent celebrities nearly received about 70% retweets in their expertise domains.
Table 13 Proportion of the top-10-percent celebrities who have been ranked in top 100 outside of their
expertise domain.
Entertainment ScienTech Business Sports
72.2% 81.3% 87.0% 73.1%
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6.4 Why the top-10-percent celebrities are more powerful to influence across
domains?
The above analysis shows that top celebrities are potentially influential across do-
mains. However, celebrities with low expertise levels do not appear to have such
across domain influence.
First, a traditional explanation of across-domain influence is to refer to “structural
holes”. Across-domain influencers are related to “structural holes” defined in sociol-
ogy [7], who play the role of communicating with information sources and propa-
gating information from multiple domains. One important characteristic of structural
holes is they have important links or relationships in different domains. By examin-
ing the friend links, we do find that across-domain influencers have more friends in
different categories, especially high-expertise celebrities. We present the number of
out-domain friends for four domains respectively by expertise levels in Figure 2. We
can observe that the first bin has a much larger number of out-domain friends than the
other bins for ScienTech and Business. This observation is consistent with the basic
ideas of structural roles, who rely on out-domain links to connect different domains.
What is surprising is that for Entertainment, the top-10-percent celebrities have rela-
tively few out-domain links. Nevertheless, we still observe the top-10-percent celebri-
ties in this domains have strong across-domain influence even without substantial
across-domain friends. It can be partly explained by “status generalization”. Through
a process of “status generalization” [28], group members with relatively high social
status outside the group are expected to be more competent at the group’s task than
lower-status group members. In our analysis here, celebrities in Entertainment usu-
ally has a very large number of followers. As such, any of the tweets of top celebrities
in Entertainment will receive a significant amount of attention.
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Fig. 2 Number of out-domain friends by four celebrity domains.
In this part, we want to introduce a new perspective to explain why high-expertise
are more likely to influence across domains. We try to reveal the differences between
high-expertise and low-expertise celebrities by analyzing the propagators of celebri-
ties. Intuitively, if there exist many propagators who have forwarded some tweets
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from the expertise category of a celebrity would also forward tweets from her non-
expertise categories, then the celebrity is likely to have across domain influence.
It is not feasible to conduct analysis at the individual level due to data sparsity
that most of the common users only forward one or very few tweets of the same
celebrity. Therefore, we consider celebrities with the same expertise level in a do-
main as a whole. As defined in Section 4.1.3, for the celebrities from an expertise
domain c, we use Fc(E) to denote the propagators of their tweets classified into the
expertise category; while we useFc(NE) to denote the propagators of their tweets clas-
sified into non-expertise categories. Now we want to measure how many of Fc(E) will
further make retweets on celebrities’ tweets classified as non-expertise categories.
Give the set of expertise propagators Fc(E), we compute the proportion of users in it
who have made at least a retweet classified as non-expertise categories, referred to
as across-domain ratio. Formally, the across-domain ratio of category c is defined
as
|Fc(NE)∩Fc(E)|
|Fc
(E)
| , where |Fc(NE) ∩ Fc(E)| denotes the total number of across-domain
propagators, i.e. the users who have forwarded tweets from both expertise categories
and non-expertise categories.
We still consider the 10-bin’s split of celebrities according to their expertise lev-
els where bin 1 denotes the high-expertise celebrities. We then calculate the across-
domain ratio for celebrities at different expertise levels. We present the results in Fig-
ure 3. We can see that propagators of high-expertise celebrities are likely to forward
tweets of the same celebrities on their non-expertise topics. Furthermore, across all
the four domains, we notice a decrease of the proportion of propagators who forward
tweets outside the expertise areas from the celebrities with lower expertise levels. It
shows that celebrities with high expertise levels tend to have more “loyal” propaga-
tors, who forward tweets of the same celebrities regardless of the actual contents.
This phenomenon is referred as to “status generalization” in sociology [28]. These
findings explain that why high-expertise celebrities are easier to influence across do-
mains.
7 Related work
7.1 Influence analysis
Our work lies in the field of influence analysis, which has been a long research di-
rection in sociology [26,35]. The increasing popularity of online social media makes
the evaluation of influence on social media becomes more and more important [11,
22,25,20,29], which is termed as social media influence in this paper. Our work is
similar to [25] in that we consider topic or categorial influence on online social net-
works. Our work is also partly inspired by the research on influence measurement
on Twitter [9]. The major difference from the previous studies is that we incorpo-
rate expertise in influence analysis. It has been previously shown that expertise is
an important factor which impacts on task-specific influence, e.g. CQA [38,34], ci-
tation recommendation [13], product promotion [23,5] and Web search behaviours
[30,31]. These studies usually do not explicitly characterise influence but directly in-
corporate expertise into the target task. In this way, the expertise itself is related to
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Fig. 3 Across-domain ratio of propagators for four domains in ten different expertise levels.
the studied task, which is less general than the definition of expertise in our work.
For the methodologies, they typically extend the existing techniques to incorporate
expertise. They construct the test set based on real application data and evaluate the
method through the performance of the specific task.
7.2 Expertise mining
Another related topic is to mine expertise from social media [12]. Guy et al. [12]
made the first analysis of various information signals from social media for expertise
and interest mining in an enterprise. Yang et al. [34] propose to joint model topics
and expertise in community question answering systems. Kolari et al. [14] utilized
the content of the corporate blog posts, their tags, and comments for expertise loca-
tion. Millen et al. [19] social bookmarking in the enterprise is helpful to increase the
awareness of the expertise of other corporate employees. These studies leverage tex-
tual semantic information from social media to estimate or learn expertise, which are
essentially relevance based methods for expertise location. Our definition of exper-
tise level is closely related to the domain-specific expert status: those team members
who are identified as possessing expertise are often afforded power and status [10].
We proposed a domain-specific PageRank method for learning expertise scores of
celebrities in a domain and our focus here is the incorporation of expertise for social
influence analysis instead of expertise mining.
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7.3 Interplay between social influence and expertise
In sociology, there is a common belief that expertise is related to social influence or
power [10]. There are several studies which try to qualitatively analyse the effects,
relationship and roles of these two factors [10,18,8,4,17]. These studies typically re-
cruit participants and construct validation experiments. Formal null hypothesis were
built and then significance test would be be employed. The test for participants is
made on relatively clear and simple tasks, and the response data for the participants
is collected as the input of significance test. Due to high experimental costs, the num-
ber of participants is usually around 100. Another limitation of these studies is that
strong assumptions have been made to simplify the overall test experiments. There is
a lack of validation of such a correlation on large datasets [21] and no prior studies
presented a quantitative measurement of the correlation. Without a formal conclusion
on the correlation, it is difficult to explain why the involvement of expertise works
and how it affects the performance in some tasks.
7.4 Connection to social philosophy studies
Our work has close connection to previous studies in social philosophy, including
social status [10,27,28,6,21], expertise effects [32,24,16,27] and structural holes
[7]. However, most of these studies were not developed on online social networks
and tested on small datasets. Our findings confirm well to these studies and bridge
the gap on the study of online social networks by quantitative evidence from real
datasets.
In particular, next we discuss the connection between our work and an important
theory in social philosophy, i.e., Status Characteristics Theory.
Status Characteristics Theory (SCT) [6,28] was developed in sociology and so-
cial philosophy, which has been considered for better understanding social influence
[21]. SCT explains social influence in task groups which is stated as a function of
the expectations that group members hold for themselves and for others about their
relative ability at the task [21]. Those who are expected to be more competent at
the group’s task participate more and exert more influence over group decisions than
those who are expected to be less competent.
Connections. To make a connection to SCT, we can define the “group” to be
a category or domain of celebrities, the “task” to be enriching online contents on a
category (not necessarily the same as the celebrities’ expertise domain) and “com-
petence” to be the number of tweets forwarded by their followers. One important
specific status characteristic is the occupation [6]. Thus, in this paper, we consider
a celebrity’s occupation the same as her expertise area. Our empirical findings con-
form well to SCT: 1) high-expertise celebrities are expected to be more influential
on social media; 2) the influence depends on the relevance between the celebrity’s
expertise domain and the considered content category: a celebrity will be more influ-
ential on their own expertise category; 3) “status generalization” provides a principle
explanation of across-domain influencers in sociology [28].
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New observations. In addition to common points with SCT, our study has shown
some new findings in social media. First, status (expertise level) is still strongly corre-
lated with celebrities influence even in less relevant (non-expertise) content categories
(See Table 7). Second, although high-expertise celebrities are expected to participate
more at the group’s task, our results reveal that high-expertise celebrities do not nec-
essarily publish more tweets and yet they still exert stronger influence compared to
low-expertise celebrities, specially for average influence (See Table 10). In summary,
status seems to be more important than relevance and participation for social
media influence.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the first study which took into account of expertise into
social influence analysis on a large dataset constructed from Sina Weibo, and we
proposed a computational approach to measuring the correlation between expertise
and social media influence at three levels. We anticipate that this study could provide
insights to deeply understand social media influence, and inspire more follow-up re-
search along this line.
Overall, we have found that there is a strong correlation between expertise level
and social media influence on both expertise categories and non-expertise categories.
Although the overall correlation patterns are similar, the correlation degrees mea-
sured in the expertise-related categories are much more significant than those mea-
sured on non-expertise categories. Furthermore, top-expertise celebrities are likely to
influence across domains and even more influential than the in-domain celebrities.
Interestingly, we explain these findings by analyzing the “audience” of celebrities,
i.e. the propagators. Our work has close connection with related studies in sociology,
and further shows important new findings: status seems to be more important than
relevance and participation for social media influence.
Our study is potentially related to many practical applications such as celebrity
endorsement. Most business organizations rely on some existing social influence
ranking tools such as Klout to analyze the expected advertisement effects of given
celebrities. Our proposed approach for social media influence provides an alternative
way to learn celebrities’ influence. As have been shown in our empirical analysis,
our approach provides insights into the classic problem of balancing relevance and
reputation in celebrity endorsement [2].
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